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Introduction to Zul
 The Zul language is part of the Polci cluster, which in turn 

is West Chadic B, Zaar subgroup. 
 It is  said to be the same as Barma or Mbaram in older 

sources, but the Mbaram is probably a related dialect
 The Zul language is called Bi Zule, one person Nya Zule

pl. Man Zule.
 Zul was reported in older sources to be dying out and to 

have very few speakers
 However, this appears to be wrong. There are both more 

speakers and the language more lively than previously 
thought Zul is spoken in some fifteen villages in Bauchi 
State, Bauchi and Toro LGAs. 

 The number of speakers varies considerably from one 
source to another, but is probably about 4000.  



Zul sociolinguistics
 The Zul are split between Christian and Muslim affiliation, 

and so far only the Christians have shown interest in 
literacy

 Zul has recently undergone a remarkable recovery, with a 
community-based reading and writing book produced 
(2006) and preliminary Bible translation underway.  

 There is, obviously, an issue with younger speakers 
switching to Hausa, but the language seems to be 
surprisingly free of Hausa loanwords

 It is said to be intercomprehensible with Mbaram, but so 
far I haven’t been able to check this

 Fieldwork in the Zul area is fairly difficult due to the 
proximity to Bauchi town, where attacks on communities 
are quite prevalent



Zul language
 There is practically no existing work on Zul. There is some 

lexical material on Polci and work with the last speakers of 
Luri by Bernard Caron.

 Further afield it can be compared with other South Bauchi 
languages, first surveyed by Shimizu and then in more 
detail by Bernard Caron 



Zul Phonology I
• The basic consonant phonemes are;



Zul Phonology II
• Zul permits the following contrastive 

labialised consonants
• gw, kw, mw, ɣw



Zul Phonology III
• And the following palatalised consonants 
• ɓy, ky, gy, mby, my



Zul Phonology IV
• Homorganic prenasalisation before bilabials is permitted. 

Some examples of /m/ appear to bear a tone, others do 
not

• The glottal stop only appears in a few words;

• not, no daʔa
• river ɓùláʔì
• thatching needle cáʔì



Zul Phonology V
• Zul has a fairly standard six-vowel system;

• The following vowels show long/short contrast



Zul Phonology VI
• Zul permits ay and aw sequences

• pay to finish
• ɓay to fix
• tlay to press
• raw how?

• And there is one example of ae ɗae pestle



Zul Phonology VI
• Zul has two basic tones, H & L

• Language, mouth bí
• to give bì
• 1 sg. Obj PRON mí
• 1 pl. Obj PRON mì

• Phonetic mid-tones probably conditioned. But not 
ordinary downstep;

• upper grindstone ɗàmə̄né
• parlour ɮàbə̄ní
• fighting ɮàntə̄né



Zul grammar I
• Zul has no systematic number marking on nouns and no  

overt TAM marking
• This resembles many Plateau languages. 
• TAM is usually marked on the pronoun, but not in every 

case, and tense may be inferred from adverbs



 and object pronouns

Zul grammar II
• Zul subject pronouns are as follows



Zul grammar II

• Zul present or present continuous 



Zul grammar III
• Future marked with pronominal

 Past or perfective



Zul numerals
 Zul compared with Luri and other S Bauchi,  indicating 
closeness of the languages



Zul grammar IV
• Zul doesn’t mark number or gender in nouns.  TAM is 

marked on the pronominal system
• The pronoun system looks quite similar to Luri, described 

by Bernard Caron, but further comparison is in order
• I hope to do more work on Zul in the coming dry season
• However, security concerns in the Bauchi area
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